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New proposal threatens

to reduce access to birth
control and abortion
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The correct title is “Don’t Mess with the Dragon.”

The “Renters’ rights” story on page 9 in the 9/17 issue
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should have read,“I feel like too often local government

forgets tenants and low income people.”
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room is actually Room 58.

The cross country photos in the 9/17 issue were
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incorrectly attributed to Jordan Twiggs.

taken by Keri Larson of Sports Information.
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Living in Humboldt County has many perks, and
one of them is that the county has an abortion provider.
Approximately 70 percent of counties nationwide don’t,
according to Elizabeth Thompson, director of public

affairs for Eureka’s Six Rivers Planned Parenthood. Now,

a new government proposal aims to cut federal funding
to women’s health centers that violate conscience laws.
Federally-funded health centers like Planned Parenthood
will have to comply with the proposed legislation, or risk
ee
losing their funding.
since
passed
been
have
laws
e
_ Three conscienc
the 1970s that allow health care workers to opt out of

providing women’s health services they consider immoral,
mainly abortion. The Bush administration worries that
conscience laws are being ignored and wants to make the
laws more enforceable. According to the proposal, health
providers will need to certify their compliance in writing
with these federal laws to continue to receive funding. The

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
can discontinue federal funding or even ask for back pay to
providers that violate the law.
These enforcements are coming at a time when the
number of doctors who can perform abortions is shrinking.
“Many medical schools no longer require physicians to

Civ
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learn how to perform abortions (even OB-GYNs) so most

to 1

young doctors haven’t had this training. As a result, the
number of doctors able to perform abortions shrinks every
year as older trained doctors retire,” says Thompson. She
adds that in some parts of the country, abortionists are
choosing to not perform the procedure because pro-life
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extremists are threating them and their families, even

the

putting “wanted” pictures of them on Web sites.
The proposal will protect health care workers and
volunteers from job discrimination when refusing
to perform, assist or provide referrals for abortions,
contraceptives and other reproductive services. Workers
that feel uncomfortable about these services cannot be
fired or passed over for promotion because of their failure
to participate. Private health centers are exempt from these
conscience laws as the proposal only affects health centers
that receive federal funds.
Local federally-funded health care clinics are worried
about the effects this proposal will have on the women
who benefit from their low-cost services. According to
Thompson, about 5 million low-income women receive
federally-funded reproductive women’s services. Since
about 70 percent of Six Rivers’ budget comes from federal
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Kinesiology Christopher Lopez (front left ) and Sociology senior Yazmin Prado (front right) are
just two students w ho are active in minority-based groups on campus. | Stephanie Haller

NOT SO INVISIBLE
in on racism

Students weigh

Humboldt County
Deunn

in

Willis

Staff Writer
A half-century after the 1954
Civil Rights movement, racism is still

present in society, and Humboldt State
students see it both on and off-campus.
Over a 2-week period in
September, students came forward
to tell their stories about racism

publicly and privately. Some wanted
their names and stories shared -

others felt more comfortable sharing
anonymously. Active leaders in various
minority-based campus groups shared

their opinions and provided insight on
how the HSU campus and Humboldt
County would be better without racism

being a constant barrier for minority
students.
“Racism is simply an ugly form
of collectivism, as the mindset that
views humans strictly as members of

a group rather than individuals,” said
Psychology senior Jonathan Marshall.
Theater senior Christopher
Hegler has experienced that ugly form.
“T experienced racism many times

while being out here in Humboldt,”
said Hegler. “Being a black person
out here in Humboldt County, you

must expect people who are white to
assume you play a sport. But the most
racist experience I went through was

graduation weekend this past May.

Myself and a few of my white friends
went to a party and this white girl at the
door let them in and said ‘you're not
welcome at this party,” said Hegler.
HSU graduate Renee Rivas says
students of color experience racism
in Humboldt County in many forms -

study group with my roommate and
two drunk white guys start using racial
slurs after my roommate didn’t speak
to them,” said White. “I really don’t

feel safe at times in Humboldt County
but I cannot afford to leave because I
am so close to graduating,” said White.
Many of White’s major classes are not

offered at other

from security
guards

following you
in the Arcata

Safeway to
a
he
comments in
predominantly

California State
University
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| really
safe
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campuses.

don’t feel
times

Humboldt

white
classrooms.
“You
eventually stop
getting angry
at the racist situations you experience
as a student of color here at HSU and
just get sad because of the ignorance
that is circulating around Humboldt

in

Students

9 %

County.

- Danielle White,
social work Junior

a a C
of color alsc
selogaledac

the presence
of racism.
Business
senior Aurora
Odelberg

can recall situations when she felt
uncomfortable. She is upset at the
ignorance that is exhibited by some
Humboldt County locals. “It has been

County and HSU.”

many times when I have gone to the

Students feel they are facing a
losing situation in Humboldt County

African Americans not getting served,

and Social Work junior Danielle White
is no exception. “Last semester I was
walking home on 5th and H after a

arrived,” Odelberg said.

Denny’s in McKinleyville and seen
even when they were there before I
“T would get my food before them

and the waiter or waitress would
whisper to myself or the group I was
with, saying, ‘I hope they don’t start
trouble.”
The racism on campus is taking
its toll on students. Students have
reported feeling angry and even
ashamed that they live here.
“More and more, I am ashamed
of being a local of Humboldt County,”
said Berel Steinberg, music junior.
“Racism is occurring around Humboldt
County and it is due to closed-minded
individuals,” Steinberg said. Steinberg
attributes the racism to a lack of

diversity.
When the topic of racism is
brought up, students deal with that
pain in many different forms. “It brings
a tear to my eye when other students
act like racism isn’t happening every
day in one form or another,” said
Business senior Brandan McCullen.

McCullen would rather someone be
outright racist to him then constantly
show “slight invisible racism.” “It
really upset me last semester [during ]

Black Liberation Month when cops
where present for the quad event,

See INVISIBLE on pg. 4 —
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SLE, cont. from
pg. 3.
when they’re never present for
Jason Robo’s 911 events or the
Humboldt circus events,” said

McCullen.
University Police Chief
Tom Dewey was asked about
the presence (or non-presence)
of officers at campus events.
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“UPD is always trying our best

to work against the common
misperception that just because
there is a cop walking around,
that there must be something
wrong,” said Dewey, in an

E-mail.
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“That’s often [the case]

In an upcoming issue
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because someone is viewing
the UPD through their own
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social construct created by
past police interactions that
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typically under-represented in
many agencies, such as women,
African-Americans, and police
officers of Native American
heritage,” said Dewey.
Racism will remain a
constant debate in Humboldt
County as long as people of all
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are all minority-based groups
that provides brotherhood as
well as sisterhood on campus.
“Racism is happening around
the campus all the time, but
at least guys have a safe haven
among our group,” said active
leader Ahmad Mahaley of
Brothers United.
Racism will not disappear
overnight, but it is everyone’s
responsibility to help it become
a distant memory.
“Racism will still breathe
air in our society if people keep
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Tiffany Tatum, vice president
of Legacy.
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HSU

still

in the dark
about budget
Rae Bar.
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Staff Writer

Yesterday at 2:15 a.m., a

state budget compromise was
reached - 78 days after the July
1 deadline.
While the compromise
passed by the California
State Assembly must still be

MEMICAN

included in the compromise.
“T can’t comment yet,” said
Mann. “I am hopeful that the
stalemate has been broken,
but I have yet to receive any
new content or text about the
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approved by the governor, it
protects educational funding.

Until the governor makes a
decision on whether to approve . |

Despite the progress, HSU and

or veto the compromise,

the other 22 CSU campuses
continue to fiscally operate on
guesses and estimations.
California failed to pass

Academic Affairs Provost
Bob Snyder is working with a
budget based on the projected

Gov. Schwarzenegger’s initial
budget proposal last spring,
which was abandoned in the
face of extensive opposition
and student protests.

With all this uncertainty

$73.4 million for this semester. .
He says, “everybody has to

more than

6 6

7 Days A Week
Open 11:00 AM - 9:00 PM

says, “We're

budget

were

Everybody has to

in trouble.”

fluctuating for

have

Academic

a budget. 99

aie

months.
- Bob Snyder,
Affairs
After a
Academic Affalts provost
department,
long saga of
which
large-scale
provides
changes that
money for
academic
programs
and the
began with the promise of an
hiring of academic faculty,
increase of $4.5 million in
will carry about one-half of
January, and later included a
the deficit. They are expecting
cut of over $7 million, HSU’s
the same amount of money
current projected budget is
to come in from what Snyder
about $3 million dollars less
calls, “one-time money.” ‘Onethan it was last year. This
leaves about $73.4 million

time money consists of grants

total for this year. These

and any money not part of the

numbers, however, are only

base budget or student fees.
Academic Affairs is getting this
money now so it can focus on

communications officer for
HSU.
As of Tuesday, HSU
had not received any new
information from the state or
the CSU Chancellor's office
about finalized allocations

Call Us For Take out Order

will allot. If the budget is cut
expected, he

states Paul Mann, senior

1701 Central net

| McKinleyville, CA
(107) 839-2435

school can’t run.” He hopes
that his budget is based on a
low estimate of what the state

at the state

guesses based on the budget
revision released in May. “We
don’t know if our budget and
the state budget will mesh,”

Arcata, CA’
(am) 922-5200

have a’budget, or else the

level, HSU’s

estimated

12886 Street

planning what programs to

cut for next year. According
to a brief from President
Richmond, “Academic

Affairs needs time to plan the
prioritization of programs.”
This is the sixth year in
a row that the HSU budget
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No decision yet on UC restructuring
Richmond’s proposed plan uses Bookstore and Dining
Services revenue for ‘benefit of the university’
Matt Drange
Staff Writer

time this fall, but once again left the

fate of the University Center in a state
of flux.
President Rollin Richmond came
to the board a second time with a plea
to restructure the University Center.

time to deliberate before coming to
a decision. “It is essentially the same
plan he proposed to us last time,” said
Alumni Association President Greg

Gehr. “The devil is in the details.”
“We need an organization that
is nimble, innovative, and can move

quickly,” Richmond said in his
statement.
|
plan, an
proposed
the
Under

aT

But without clear details of the plan,
the board concluded it still needs more

enterprise would be formed to allow
the HSU Bookstore, Center Arts, and
Dining Services to operate independent
of the University Center.
This would leave the student-run
Recreation Center and Center Activities

under the current supervision of the
board.
When confronted by questions
about his intentions being similar to

a ‘cash grab,’ Richmond defended

his offer by proposing a 3-5 year test
period, after which he would be happy
to review and evaluate its success. The
fear is that he will strip the board of all

of its money-making assets and ‘run
with it’.

“It will help to have more
resources; however, it is our intention
to use these sources of revenue for the

= ||

The University Center Board of
Directors met last Thursday for the first

benefit of the University,”
said Richmond.

fun

Student opinion was

wol

voiced by Jesse Hughes,

the:

former Associated Students
Legislative Vice President.
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where the proposal leads will
hopefully develop. Hughes
feels that the students’
right to be heard is going
overlooked among the board.
“Students are essentially

getting the door slammed on
them,” he said.

Matt Drange may be contacted at

mdrange@thejackonline.org
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plan last semester and urged
the board not to ‘rush into’
any possible decision.
The next of the open
meetings will be held in the
University Center banquet
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in writing to Richmond’s
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Should clinicsbe allowed to deny family
planning services based
on personal beliefs?

Mt
{;
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Diana Lescher

Juan Cruz

Justin Boyle

‘

Kinesiology junior

Art senior

English senior

“No, it’s money for
the people.”

“No, this person they
might be denying is

“No, separation of
church and state.
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also helping

e

It’s public.”

services provided.”
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CONSCIENCE, from pg. 2
E

ye

funding, Planned Parenthood
would be directly affected by

discussion about the rights ofa
and counseling about these
woman to get an abortion. The _ methods of contraception,”

:

these changes.

The
federally-funded
:
Family PACT Program (teal
card), a ye that is very
popular with students, would
also be impacted by the
regulations, says Dr. Rebecca

courts have long ago identified

said Thompson.

that right and continue to
define its limits.”
“Is the fear here that
so many doctors will refuse
that it will somehow make
it difficult for a woman to

Currently federal funds
cannot be used for abortion,
but are used for other services
such as contraceptives,
STD testing, and education.
Thompson says the proposed

Stauffer, director of HSU’s ;
Student Health and Counseling

get an abortion? That hasn’t
happened, but what if it

regulations are in direct
conflict with existing

Cone

did? Wouldn’t that be an

regulations requiring that

important and legitimate social

women be given counseling

4e
L

:
}

it only aims to protect workers’
consciences. “This is not a

:

The proposal BES.

could refuse to provide birth
control pills or information

medical workers the privilege

statement?” added Leavitt.

about all options related

of defining what constitutes

Over 4000 comments have

to pregnancy. Under the

abortion themselves.

been posted on Leavitt’s blog

proposal, if a medical worker

The Pree osal ates “the

in relation to the proposal,

refuses to give pregnancy

prcnnlislets of an individual
oe eo
should be

with many responding to
Leavitt’s question with

counseling, she wouldn’t have
to.

Bat

examples of their own

weune determining

what constitutes abortion,
within the bounds of reason.”
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“The proposed regulation

difficulties in receiving care.
Thompson worries

Liberal Studies senior AMY
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JEWELRY ON THE
NORTH COAST.

.

is completely unnecessary,
and appears to have been

about the proposal being

promulgated with the sole

Zweers has just read about

vague and open-ended. “The

purpose of injecting ideology

a California Supreme Court
case in which doctors in Vista
refused to give a woman in-

regulation could potentially
be applied to a number of
commonly-used birth control

and politics into medical care.
Ultimately the ones to pay
the price will be the millions

60 W 4th St
Eureka

vitro fertilization because she
is a lesbian. The court ruled

methods, including birth
control pills, IUDs, and

of women denied access to
complete and accurate health

just south of co-op

Behind Figueirido's

107-444-9999

107-839-9996

emergency contraception,”
in favor of the patient. Zweers
said Thompson. “A number
hopes that medical workers
of anti-choice groups claim
won't use conscience laws to
that hormonal birth controlis
discriminate against other's
—_iyst another form of abortion,
lifestyle choices. “I personally
don’t believe in [abortion], but — jecause it may prevent the
implantation of a fertilized
I don’t think that legislation
egg. No reputable medical
should be based on JudeoChristian law,” Zweers said.

worker supports this view,

In his blog, Dept. of
HHS Secretary Mike Leavitt

but under the proposed
regulation a health care worker

defended the proposal, saying

1§80 Nursery Wy
McKinleyville

information and services,” said
Thompson.
Zweers would also like to
—_ see politics stay out of health
_clinics. “[Health centers]
should be for everyone. They
should offer everything,” said
Zweers.
ee

www.myspace.com/theoutdoorstore
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Got something
to say about this issue?
Dept. of Health & Human services seeks public comment until Sept 25.
To send an email:
click on““Comment or Submission,” enter the
and
Regulations.gov
to
go

keywords “provider conscience.”

Send a letter with 2 copies to:
Office of Public Health and Science - Dept. of Health & Human Services.

Attn: Brenda Destro, Hubert H. Humphrey Bldg. 200 SW Independence
Ave. Room 728E,Washington DC 20201
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has been cut. By now, Provost

Snyder has exhausted most
ways to cut spending and must
now look towards academic programs as a last resort.
“I’m doing a prioritization
program this year. I look
at which programs are less
effective and faze them out,

The Lumberjack’s new Web site will
be up in the upcoming weeks.

for it!

”

he says. Snyder’s goal is to
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weight of the budget crunch,

Administrative Affairs takes
care of administrative faculty

but when it comes to cutting

and construction management.

programs and classes, this is
near impossible. “We’re gonna
approach budget cuts in a way

The construction that is
going on all over campus is

that affects students as little as
possible, but that doesn’t mean
there won't be an effect.”
Some of the effects of
the decreased budget are
already apparent in the recent
termination of the German

legally be spent on anything
else. According to Paul Mann,
construction funds come from

keep students from feeling the

9.

Marketplace,

Arcata

- 826-1088

Shopping

Center

- 8359-33583

At Wildberries
McKinleyville

RAMONESBAKERY.COM

paid for by money that cannot

voter-approved government
bonds for the specific purpose

4 4

money cannot even be

-

used for maintenance of

classes offered this past
summer and other various

already existing buildings.
Maintenance money must

measures taken by all levels

come from state funds or

of faculty. Kaya Dillon, a third
year geography student asks,
“This year there is only one lab
for my botany class, there used
to be two. What kind of s--- is
that?”
Administrative and
student affairs are also
receiving “one-time money,”

elsewhere.

but not enough to compensate

Comment

on

this

story

be

of new construction. This

program, the decrease of

for what they are loosing, so for
them budget cuts are effective
already. Student Affairs is in
charge of campus security,
orientation and athletics.

Fresh Pizza at our Wiloberries location
9993 Harrison Ave., Eureka - 442-1356
909 E St., Eureka - 445-2923
At Pierson’s in Eureka - 476-0401
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Get ready.
Look
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Throughout all this

e

wh

talk of allocating funds and
compensating for budget

,
.

a

cuts, one thing must be

e

au

remembered - the money HSU
is spending now is all based
on assumptions. Until the
governor signs the budget,

:
,

do
his
the

@

HSU is in the dark.

:
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Lucas Kadar may

be contacted at

Ikadar@thejackonline.org
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WHERE THEY STAND
ON HEALTH CARE

thehav

the

Chi
mal
lost

WARM
PLAYFUL
CUTE...

inju
inju

McCain

Gbama

Harness market competition for
comprehensive reform.
(Feb. 2008)

Ban insurance companies from
discriminating against the sick.
(Aug. 2008)

Preserve quality of health care by
individual responsibility.

Guaranteed health care for

(Dec. 2007)

New Fall Fashions
Arriving Daily
707-822-2511
Corner of 9th & G St.
on the Arcata Plaza

Give individuals $2500 refundable
tax credits for healthcare.
(Oct. 2007)

anyone who needs it. (Jul. 2008)
Young adults up to age 25 can be
covered under parents’ plan.

(Feb. 2008)

We need condom distribution to

Control health costs so manufacturers stay competitive. (Oct. 2007)

deal with the scourge of AIDS.

“We've got to make health care af-

Homophobia
about
HIV/AIDS

fordable and available. There’s plenty
of ways to do that.” (Jun. 2006)

NEXT

WEEK’S

(Aug: 2007)

prevents talking
(jun. 2007)
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Increase in alternate
transportation leads
ore accidents
to
for students

YOUR BIKE

CARRY

YOUR BOARD

_ While one student struggles to cope after a

biking accident, other riders continue to endanger
themselves and others.
Matt Hawk
Copy Editor
Russel Imberi is a perfect
example of what can go wrong
when you feel young and
invincible.
While going down a hill

The injuries were so severe

they had to be airlifted out
of the area - one was flown
to Redding, and the other to
Chico.

“This time of year doctors

June 6, 2003, one he had sped

skateboarding. He feels that
riders who run stop signs are
one of the biggest problems.
“Every time a student
runs a stop sign, it’s a negative
message to the community,”

says Dewey. “[Those people]
are saying, ‘I don’t care about
violating other peoples right of
way.’ Their actions are flipping
off the community.”

Bikers zoom down the pathways at Humboldt State despite the signs
posted around campus. | Bryan Thompson

Environmental Research
Engineering sophomore says

as his short-term memory,
which causes him to rely on

he wears his helmet when
riding in the forest, but not

technology to keep his life
organized.
“My phone controls me,”

down several times before on
his skateboard, Imberi got
the ‘speed wobbles’ and lost
control. His life was forever
altered. After spending three
and a half months in a coma

are wringing their hands

due to three concussions he
simultaneously suffered in his

bikes are chained to trees,

Haag, who was run into by a

railings, and bike racks are
filled,” says Dewey, noting

skateboarder while jogging in

control,” said Lowry. Lowry
admits it would be a good idea
to wear it on campus as well.
Before Imberi suffered
his traumatic brain injury

between classes near library

riding down the Pacific Coast

with accidents,” says Rebecca
Stauffer, MD, director of
student health and counseling

at HSU.
“Everywhere you look

accident, he cautions everyone
to wear a helmet.
As more students look to
other modes of transportation,

e

such as bicycling and
skateboarding, more accidents

Math Professor Jeff

This time of year doctors
are wringing their hands 44
with accidents.

are likely to take place. To curb

- Rebecca Stauffler,

the calamity, the University
Police Chief Department will
be escalating the amount of

director of student health

tickets given to riders breaking
the rules of the road. “[Riders]
have to ride or skate just like
they drive a car,” said Police
Chief Tom Dewey.

According to Dewey, two
male students have already
lost their semesters to head
injuries this school year. The
injuries were sustained while
riding on and around campus.
One rode a bike, and another a

skateboard.

an increase in bicycling and
skateboard traffic.
“A hundred spaces
are open in the Jolly Giant
commons. They're usually
full.”
Dewey has received
many complaints from
administrators, faculty, staff,

and community members
in reference to unlawful
and unsafe bicycling and

circle, says he
is bothered
by the selfish
or ignorant
attitude of
many riders
“We're
not ignorant,”
protests

fluid to leak into his brain.

on campus.

a wee)
UPD

2

DISMOUNT

ZONE

i

ae

events already scheduled on
Sept.
from
- like
more

28. These events range
the simplest activities
calling someone - to
difficult things such as a

meeting at a specific time and
place to get tutoring help.
Imberi tells his story

to people not for pity or
adulation, but to somehow
convince them that wearing a
helmet is a good idea.
“I used to tell people I
saw on the street that weren’t

He pauses, trying to stay
focused on what he is saying.

that he tries his hardest to keep

“I was asleep for three and
a half months.” Since his

helmets even though they have
seen everything he has been

a lookout. “Some places I just

accident, Imberi’s life has

through.

don’t board,” he says.

been incredibly difficult and

“I’m not opposed to riding
boards or bikes on campus,”

different. “I was reborn,” he

says Haag. “I just think it needs

After waking from his
coma, Imberi had to re-learn
just about everything. He
lost his sense of smell as well

economics sophomore Josh
Schiebelhut. Sitting next to his

board, Shciebelhut explains

to be done respectfully.”
Many of these accident
take place in what Dewey
refers to as “dismount zones.”
“Bikes and skateboards are

damaged or lose their life.
Sean Lowry, 21, is an

Area in dark gray surrounding Siemens Hall

admits Imberi. He has 13

wearing helmets that [they]
should wear one,” he says.
Some of his friends don’t wear

easy to see how in a blink of an
eye they could become brain-

8

Highway in Newport Beach, he
thought he was also in control.
‘I thought I was the Incredible
Hulk,” he said. “If the chances
were 1-in-100, you're looking
at that one.”
Imberi suffered three
concussions in that one fall
- one of which caused spinal

moving too fast to stop when
a pedestrian changes course,”
says Dewey.
As riders zoom through
stop signs and swerve through
dismount zones on the edge
of control and disaster, it’s

4°

on campus. “I feel more in

“It frustrates me, but you

can’t make people do anything
they don’t want to.”

said.

Matt Hawk may be reached at

mhawk@thejackonline.org

We've

MORE

Got

BIKES

In Stock, than any store in Arcata
a

including Mountain, Road,
Free-Ride, and Comfort Bikes

from Cannondale

Marin, Haro, and GT
Let John
Set You Up
witha
Killer Bike

avid mountain biker. The

Illustration | Stephanie Haller

Comment

on this story

on-line

at thejackonline.org
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Men lose first game

WHAT’S
GOIN’ ON?

to Chico in two

Women’s
Volleyball
Friday, Sept. 19
HSU vs Cal State
Dominguez Hills

Women

Kinesiology and Athletics
SOKay
7:00 p.m.

ears;

tie in hard-fought match
Anthony Barstow,
Staff Writer

Soccer
19

RYO

MAM SelM CT

afternoon, and the women

ela

<a

played first. A slow

Bowl

eginning gave way to

7:00 p.m.

early pressure and more
aggressive play in the
first half, leading to the
Lumberjacks’ first shot of
the game.
As the second half

Women’s
Soccer

began to tire. “I think the

wound down, both teams

HSU

19

vs Cal State

Monterey Bay
Redwood

Bowl

4:30 p.m.

Men’s

Soccer

Sunday, Sept. 21
HSU vs San Francisco
State
Redwood

Bowl

PAOLO wane

Women’s
Soccer
Friday, Sept. 21
HSU

vs San

State
Redwood
eer

ae

Want

Bowl

Francisco

heat had a lot of effect,”

junior midfielder Allison
Lawrence said.
With about 10 minutes
left in the game, the
Lumberjacks set up for
a corner kick. A group of
players crowded in front of
the goal to await the ball.
When the ball went up,
the women jumped, and
a Wildcat headed it away
from the goal.
However, as play
continued down field, HSU

freshman and midfielder
Gracie Gartrell kneeled
on the ground in front of
the goal in obvious pain.
The trainers came out and
helped Gartrell off the
field. She did not play the
rest of the game.
Neither team scored in
the first two halves of play,
and with temperatures
reaching into the midgos, the game went into

overtime.
The Lumberjacks could

to be included

in the Sports

Midfielder Megan Kobler fights a Chico State opponent during the scoreless game on Sep. 14.| Brian Sweat for The Orion

not create any scoring
opportunities in overtime,
but their defense held up,
and the game ended ina
0-0 tie.
“I’m happy with the
result, but I know we

calendar?

could have done better,”
Lawrence said.
Junior defender Katie
Forba said, “All in all, I

think it went pretty well.
But, obviously we’re not

satisfied with a tie.”

The afternoon wore on,

and it was the men’s turn
to play. “Chico State’s at
a point right now where
they’re like a target for

See SOCCER on pg. 13

Submit your event online at www.thejackonline.org/calendar

KE

Friday, Sept.

HBetmes

Redwood

ae ibd

sereche

Men’s

Friday, Sept.

The HSU men’s soccer
team lost to rival CSU
Chico for the first time
since 2006.
It was a hot Sunday

9.17.2008
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Humboldt State University
Sports Information
Distinctive shower looks for your
bathroom in patterned cloth or vinyl

OAKLAND — While
most of their teammates
rested, a contingent of
Humboldt State runners
made a worthwhile trip
to the Bay Area, claiming

College’s 70. Cal State East
Bay placed third, followed
by Holy Names, SImpson —
and Las Positas.
Alan Kass took over
__ the top position for the

Invitational on Saturday.

_ the 8K race with atime of _ before returning to action

first place at the Mills

Jason Imamoto 16th and
Michael Price placed 19th
for the Jacks.
The HSU women took
the week off, and will
enjoy another week’s

Jacks, finishing fifth in

break along with the men

28 minutes, 22 seconds.

Sept. 27 at the Stanford
Invitation.

4

HSU claimed the win

.

with a score of 53 points,

Shaun Peterson was sixth,

vy

ahead of runnerup DeAnza__

Blake Hurd placed 15th,

and clear pastels. Special order other
styles. Hooks, curtain liners and bath
pillows to coordinate your bath. |
Open 7 Days

1031 H St. - Arcata
822-3450

www.bubbles-arcata.com

Oe

FROM

THE

FIELD

Humboldt State sports briefs
eat

eo

Everything!”

* oil change
* fluids checked
* vacuum

interior
call Tom:

eh

awee

> Off with ID card
Ce ted in mckinleyville
Photo courtsey of Sports Information

ie

Miller Farm's and Don Juans

Road beckons Jacks on their quest for success
ARCATA — One of the top NCAA Division II football programs is next on the Humboldt
State football schedule when the Great Northwest Athletic Conference season continues

this week. Humboldt State travels to face perennial powerhouse Central Washington
University in Ellensburg at 1 p.m. Saturday.

Comment

on

these

articles

on-line

at www.thejackonline.org
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acks defeat

REGGAE

Warriors in five

*Y ELLOWMAN*
©

Original “King of the Dancehall”

Humboldt

me)

Monday Sept 22

Lede
is ie)
eee

Humbrews Arcata

Sports Information

TURLOCK — The Humboldt State

7

Roots/ Dancehall/ High Energy

volleyball team defeated Cal State

Saturday Sept 27
Red

Fox Tavern

*TRULIO

Stanislaus in five sets, Saturday,

to finish its California Collegiate
Athletic Association opening

Eureka

weekend.

DISGRACIAS*

The Lumberjacks improved -°

to 3-6 overall and 1-1 in CCAA

FUNK~HIP HOP~REGGAE
Members of Fishbone, P~Funk, Pearl Jam
Bad Brains, Primus, Four19, and more

competition, while the Warriors fell

to 3-7 overall and 0-2 in CCAA play.
Junior Danielle Wells’ .455 hitting
percentage with five kills helped the
Jacks take set one, 26-24. Battling
for lead throughout the whole set,
HSU tied Stanislaus for the final
time at 24-24, when attacking errors
by the Warriors’ Lianne Vicchio

Friday Oct 3
Mazzotti’s Arcata

*KYMANI MARLEY*
ater hw ere mal
Red

State University

UNDERGROUND *

- *ROOTZ

www.myspace.com/bonusentertainment
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Fox Tavern

ONE

ended the.set in favor of HSU.

“I think we played two different

Eureka

matches tonight,” said Humboldt
State head volleyball coach Sue

LOVE

Woodstra. “The first, second and

fifth matches we played smart and
efficient.”

Taking advantage of the Warriors
errors helped the Jacks take an
early 10-6 lead, which they never let
up, as they took set two with a 25-17
score.

After leading most of the set,

the Warriors claimed set three,

after tying the Jacks, 21-21. CSU
Stanis aus took advantage of a HSU
attacking and service error while
Angela Ohland and Jen Gee’s kills
took the set, 25-23.

.
Poet

After another battle for lead, the

* COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR *

Warriors took a 16-14 lead and went from
there for a 25-20 final.
“The third and fourth sets we got jumpy
and made some errors that were not
consistent with how we played our first

eTIRES * SMOG - BRAKE - LAMP CERTIFICATION

MONTHLY SPECIAL

and second sets,”

COUPON GOOD THROUGH 11/27/08
eeeeeeee

- Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:30pm
ae

3

_ Call us anytime! 707.822.197

On the night, Mallory Briney registered
a double-double with 12 digs and 10 kills,

while Arzadon followed with 10 kills and
16 assists. Lynsey Adams contributed 12
digs, while Wells led with a .250 hitting

ercentage with nine
said Woodstra.
ills and Liz Shannon
With Jo Arzadon
dished out 21 assists.
serving, the
Humboldt State out
Lumberjacks went
blocked Stanislaus 12
on a six-point run
to one.
through the fifth
Gee paced the
set to take a 13-4
Warriors with 17
lead. With hope
kills, as Vicchio
- Sue Woodsra,
of a comeback,
_added 12. Colleen
head volleyball coach:
the Warriors
Sullivan recorded 44
collected three
assists.
consecutive points
The Lumberjacks
but a service and
open their CCAA home play next
attack error ended the night in favor of
weekend when they host Cal State
the Lumberjacks, 15-7.
Dominguez Hills, Friday, and Cal State
“We got fired up, refocused and
L.A., Saturday. Both games start at 7 p.m.
aggressive in the fifth set,” said Woodstra.

twodifferent
99
matches tonight.

OIL CHANGE

_

‘aig ws

we played smart tonight.”

66 think we played

$3.00 OFF

1903 Heindon Road, Arcata

ma:

Photo courtsey of Sports Tafornatioh

“We blocked and defended well. I believe
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SOCCER, cont. from pg. 10

Chico State scored the first

goal of the day.

us,” midfielder Josh Suggs
said. “We're all pretty
pumped up to play,” he
said before the game. The
Wildcats put pressure on
HSU early and kept the
Lumberjacks’ offense out
of the game.
Senior goalkeeper Drew
Ryan, who had given up
only one goal all season,
made several difficult
saves in the first half and
gave the Lumberjacks a
chance to stay in the game.
The second half began
much the same way, and

make it back to the net,
scored for the second time.
An offside penalty
on the
Wildcats prevented them
from scoring a third time,
but the damage was done.

10 minutes into the half,

Their defense held on, and

Wildcat senior Zach
Crim headed the ball
into the net just over the

outstretched hand of Ryan.
Fewer than 10 minutes
later,

Ryan came out of

the goal to make his eighth
save of the game.
However, the Wildcats

recovered the ball quickly
and, with Ryan unable to

the final score was 2-0.
Both the men’s and
women’s teams are looking
forward to playing their
Chico State rival again
later this season.
The Wildcats come to
Arcata on Halloween
night, and the
Lumberjacks will look to
take advantage of playing
on their field in front of
the hometown fans.
“I’m really excited to
play them at home,”
Lawrence said.

Wednesday, Sept. 17 *° 9pm - lam

Fat Tire Amber Ale Special

eT aes
Blues Trio

UIC@ ITT: aslo
el SdmA
T-Shirt, Glass & Pint for only °10
AYO

MAUL BLOC)

Friday, Sept. 19 * 9pm - lam

Ladies’ Night Karaoke

PENTC Mme

With DJ Leonard * 8pm - I2am

Guitar/Blues ¢ davidlandon.com
From the S.F. Bay Area

ETE) Cs
Tien Om

Anthony Barstow may be
thejackonline.org

THE

AVSIM LULcASO(chY

ATRYN bY

contacted at abarstow@

FROM

The Best in FREE Live Entertainment

exe) ar-1K0 Mas}

°) 1) Maem Ps)

Saturday, Sept. 20 ° 9pm - lam

Swing Set with
Em ea

Happy Hour ¢ 5pm-7pm
Free appetizers with drink purchase!

| Domestic pints *1.50, Microbrews °2.50

med
.&.4

es
x*

FIELD

Catch every NFL game
at Blue Lake Casino!

Humboldt State sports briefs
Ee

WAVE has the NFL Sunday Ticket™ so you can
catch ALL the Sunday games on 25 flat panel
TVs or on our big screen projection TV. Can't
get the Cowboys, Patriots or Chargers game on
at home? No problem, WAVE has your game on.

During 49ers or Raiders
games, receive a FREE logo
glass with drink purchase!

| BL

HSU hosts CCAA matches
this weekend

DIRECTV.

pwn
ie)
‘eg

Garratt Wilkin & The Parrotheads

Tatiana Cummings, SID Intern
ARCATA - This week Humboldt State’s volleyball team will host
its first California Collegiate Athletic Association matches in
Lumberjack Arena. Friday night the Lumberjacks take on Cal
State Dominguez Hills and on Saturday they face the the No. 1
team in the CCAA standings, Cal State Los Angeles. Both matches

Photo courtsey of Sports Information

PYNi4

Saturday, Sept. 27

fil<I]

Doors: 8pm

TAWXT4
fitter

Show: 9pm

Sapphire Palace @ BLC
°15 advance/‘18 at door

AGM

are scheduled to begin at 7 p.m.

Tickets available at The Works, Metro
PTO aah

ee OOO

ya: Rrera ||
www.bluelakecasino.com

Management reserves the right to cancel or modify these or any promotions with
or without notice at any time. Blue Lake Casino supports responsible gambling
Call 1.800.GAMBLER if you need help. An enterprise of the Blue Lake Rancheria Tribe.

Jacks back in the bowl
for two games

R

g

T

www.myspace.com/theoutdoorstore

“SRDRTIN CGOODS

f=

ie

Daniel Penza, SID Intern

STORE

Pe a LHEN,CHECIG ALE MeLOAy

ARCATA — The Humboldt State women’s soccer team returns

home to open its 2008 California Collegiate Athletic Association
campaign against two northern division rivals. Cal State

Monterey Bay comes to Redwood Bowl Friday with kickoff
scheduled for 4:30 p.m. The Jacks will then face San Francisco
State Sunday at 11:30 a.m.

Aaron

Photo courtsey of Sports Information
Got

an

opinion?

We

want

Ostrom

Store Manager,
to

hear

it!

E-mail

thejack@humboldt.edu

your

letters!

Open Daily’ On\ihe)RlazayArcata

'822-032)1
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WHAT’S
GOIN’ ON?

109900'

Dreamtime
Psirkus

Thursday, Sept. 18
Accident Gallery,
Tees)
Dream manifesting,
face painting, tarot
reading,

live

ta

musc.

$3-10
8:00 pm

HSU Pre-Law
Society movie

Photo Illustration | Adrian Emery

For:
A Day to Care
a difference

6:30 pm

Day of Caring
volunteer work
day
Saturday, Sept. 20
Arcata Marsh
Title ah
he
elem: ane

Staff Writer
Kirsten Ray is curious about
volunteering at the beach clean-up, one
of the many Day of Caring activities. “I
am interested because I don’t know what
I want to major in. By volunteering I
will hopefully decide what my emphasis
and passion is,” said Ray, an undeclared
sophomore at HSU.
Annie Bolick-Floss, service learning
many students interested in
organizations, leading as many as

50 percent of them to volunteer on
a regular basis.

in 1994 to “launch its annual

community drive.” The first Day

dance

Saturday,
Arcata

ald
$7

8:00 pm

Sept.

of Caring featured 150 volunteers who
participated in 15 local projects.

Veterans

This year, Boick-Floss hopes that the
20

number of volunteers will exceed last
year’s 400 volunteers. “Agencies look

forward to the Day of Caring and are
pleased with the enthusiasm that students
bring to the services,” said Bolick-Floss.

“Students usually do a fabulous job and the
[organizations] are surprised how much
work can be accomplished in such as short

Want

amount of time.”
Jyl Barnett, community partner liaison
for Service Learning, said the event is a

good opportunity for students who are
really busy. This day leads many students
to want to be more engaged in volunteering
throughout the semester. HSU Freshman
Interest Groups will be participating
because instructors feel it is important.

*” It makes y ou feel so great
when you're helping others

Way first organized the event

square

fre

coordinator said the event gets

15th annual Day of Caring. United

style

fro

Dorothy Cronin

Saturday, Sept. 20, marks the

Southern-

bis

will make

volunteers

night

Friday, Sept. 19
Jolly Giant Commons,
HSU
“The Devil’s
Advocate”

re

to be included

in the

Features

calendar?

and you learn more about
yourself at the same time.99
- Jennifer Howell, Service Learning intern

on a daily basis,” said Hilson. “This is one
of the few times we get to step out of our
regular service to connect to [the] larger
community.”
Hands-on activities include dune
restoration, emergency food box
preparation, community gardening, native
plant habitat restoration, painting and
organizing of various community activities.
According to Barnett, there will be more
volunteer sites this year than before.
HSU freshman Jennifer Howell is an
intern at the Service Learning Center.
“The event] is a great way to get to know

your community. It makes you feel so
great when you're helping others and you
learn more about yourself at the same

time,” said Howell. Howell suggests
volunteering at the waterfront clean-up

This year over 30 community projects
will be available for students, staff,
local AmeriCorps members and other
interested community members. Derek
Hilson, AmeriCorps training and support
specialist, will be an ambassador volunteer
liaison for the event.
“The Day of Caring is one of five service
days we participate in. It strengthens our
role to get out and help the community in

need that we wouldn’t necessarily get to do

Submit

your

event

online

in Eureka for people who are unfamiliar
with the area.

The event is coordinated by HSU, the
United Way of Humboldt County and the
Volunteer Center of the Redwoods. The

event coincides with the Calfornia Coastal
Clean-Up Day.

Dorothy Cronin may be contacted at

dcronin@thejackonline.org

at www.thejackonline.org/calendar
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Mike Thompson
on student
Chris

Hoff and

issues

Sara Wilmot

Managing Editor and News Editor
that our countries need to prosper,” Thompson
said.

This November, Congressman Thompson
is running for re-election for the First District

of California. His first term serving the district

Jagermeister

Thompson’s stance on Prop. 215.

that extends from as far south as Davis, Calif.
to the Oregon border started in 1999. On Sept.
4th, he met to discuss student issues with the
Lumberjack.

Thompson has been close to people on his
staff and their family who have experienced the
pains of cancer and has seen first hand what
these people go through. He supports medical
marijuana, if that is the medication that they
need. “People who are sick should be able to use
what they need to relieve their pain,” he said.

The steps Thompson and Congress are

taking to help students.
He spoke about changes Congress have
recently taken to assist students. One of the
biggest changes on education spending came
from the College Cost Reduction and Access
Act of 2007. Thompson explained how this
bill signed into law by President Bush in Sept.
2007 helped students. It increases Pell grants

|

THE ARCATA LIQUOR CREW PROMOTES DRINKING RESPONSIBLY

786 OTH ST ARCATA CA 9882!

8229 O44

Thompson’s thoughts on Barney
Frank’s bill that was recently introduced

ALUMNI OWLED AND OPERA TEDE

that would revoke measures of the 1998

Hours Sun.8-10,

Higher Education Act that prohibits drug
offenders from receiving financial aid.

Mon.8-11,

Tue through Thur 8-12, Fri. and Sat. 8-1:30!

The Higher Education Act of 1998 contained
language that prohibited anyone who had a
record of drug arrests from receiving financial
aid. The bill put forward by Congressman Frank
would revoke this part of the Act. Thompson
said that he supported this move and explained
that everybody does stupid things when they are
young. He went on to say that everyone deserves

of student loans for individuals who provide a
decade of community service in a range of areas
from education to law enforcement.
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and provides a program to assist repayment

Thompson is a member of the Military
Veterans Caucus. What are the steps he

has taken to support veterans rights to an
education?

He explains the new GI Bill put the most new
money into the Veterans Administration that

it has received in its history. The new bill
guarantees that veterans coming back from Iraq
and Afghanistan will be given the opportunity
to receive a four-year education. “[Their]

educational opportunities and health care are not
a gift, they earn it.” For Thompson, the GI Bill

gave him options and opportunities he may not
have had otherwise. “If it weren’t for the GI Bill,

I never would have gone to college,” Thompson
said.

Thompson’s comments on the Simon
Study Abroad Bill that was recently passed
by Congress.

He said that studying abroad is a great
opportunity. “It is not only important for our
students, but important for foreign students to
come here as well. It enhances the relationships

Gotan

opinion?

We

want

to

hear

it!
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822-4600 Bar: 822-1413
Closed Sunday
M,T,W 11 - 9
Th, F, S 11 - 10

a shot. “That’s a terrible thing to hold over
“Quite a bit” is how he describes what he
has done to assist veterans seeking an education.
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someone’s head,” he said. In Thompson’s words,
Education is something that not only makes the
student better off, but makes the community
better off.

ayy

850 Crescent
What is his message to students?

The importance of education is what he
would like to impress on students. Thompson
commented that students at the university now
are light years ahead of where he was. He told
about how he dropped out of school when he was
young, and then served in the armed forces and
went to Vietnam. It wasn’t until he had come
back that he completed his high school education
and began higher education.
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Chris Hoff may be reached at choff@
thejackonline.org. Sara Wilmot may be reached
at swilmot@thejackonline.org
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“Students should make education a top
priority,” he said.
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The Fiesta Grill & Cantina is open for lunch and dinner
and has its “family” of staff offering excellent service
and great food, along with a full bar sporting Boont
Amber, IPA: Eel River & Organic, Great White, and

E-mail

thejack@humboldt.edu

your

letters!

150 types of Tequila from Silver to Anejo. The Sports
Lounge features four TVs. Enjoy special prices and
appetizers at Happy Hour from 3 - 6 PM.

10% off w/ Student ID!
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Dorothy Cronin
Staff Writer

Marchers join in protest at the Humboldt Pride Festival Sept. |4.| Dorothy Crenin

“No on Proposition 8, stop the hate,”
members

of Humboldt

students, and community.

Pride,

On Sun., Sept.
3

chanted

cartwheeled down H Street and arou
the Arcata Plaza to show their support

fc

gay rights.

The 2008 Humboldt Pride
Festival and parade theme this year
was Live Proud, Have Joy, Take
Action! Informing and educating
the public about Proposition 8 was
the foundation of this year's festival

theme. Proposition 8 was created
by a small group of Californians
that want to see a constitutional
amendment that defines marriage as
only between a man and a woman.
"The parade is a great way to
bring the whole community together,
not just the queer, to promote
tolerance," said Anthea Proulux,

local resident and Humboldt Pride
treasurer. If the proposition is passed

by voters in November's election,
every gay marriage in the past three

months will become invalid.
"Think of how many kids this
is going to hurt, seeing their parents
treated like second-class citizens,"

said Rebbecca Caya, director
of education and outreach for
Humboldt Pride.
Justin Pabalate, co-chair of

Humboldt Pride, grew up in Eureka.

He has made a promise to be open to
community input and dedicated to
social and environmental justice and
world peace.

"The thing that distinguishes
the queer community from other
minority groups is that the queer

people are in all populations, such
as African Americans and Latinos,"

said Pabalate. Proposition 8 changes
the whole feel of the parade, explains
Pabalate.

Caya believes that if Humboldt
Pride can inform the local
community by creating allies that
may not necessarily be supporters

of gay rights, they can make a
difference.
Community member Rachel

Harwood participated in the parade
by making purple lion bikes to
represent pride. "I think its fun
and important to remind people

The parade "really makes the [gay]
population known to the community,
and it often goes unseen. When a

group is known, they can better
facilitate change," said Skillstad.
Jennefer White, Humboldt
Pride events director, said that

this event welcomes Northern
Californians because there aren't
many gay pride parades in regions
north of San Francisco.
"The parade's not like San
Francisco, where everyone is naked,

but we did have one topless girl last
year,” said Caya.
Jamila Tharp and California
Assemblymember Patty Berg were
the event's keynote speakers and
spoke on gay rights. The Marching
Lumberjacks, L-Word Women's
Song Circle, the Monster Women,
Shoshanna's Ya Habibi Dance Co.,

there [are] plenty of us here, and

The Delta Nationals and The Ravens
provided entertainment.

we are part of the community,” said
Harwood.
Justin Skillstad, marine biology

Dorothy Cronin may be contacted at
dcronin@thejackonline.org

senior, volunteered at the event.

Local protester participates in the rally against
Proposition 8. | Dorothy Cronin
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Staff Writer
On July 7, 2008, an experiment

in education, intercultural relations
and pure fun began ata university in
Switzerland. The School of Business
and Engineering Vaud (HEIG_VD)
invited Humboldt State University and
the University of Catania, Italy, to their
International Business and Intercultural

boats: As the evening wore on, the

city lights of France’s
sparkled from across
group ate, drank and
into the late evening.

Evian La Bains
Lake Geneva. The
toasted each other
It was here, on the

shores of Lake Geneva, where the three

nationalities began to bond around a
song.

Communications class at their campus
in Yverdon La Bains, Switzerland. Haute

‘Ecole d’ Ingenierie et de Gestion du
Canton de Vaud is the actual spelling
of the host university’s name which is
' located in the French speaking region of
. Switzerland. Would be good to add the
English translation.
This faculty-led study abroad
, program was administered, in part, by

.“
#

Humboldt State’s School of Business
Chair, Saeed Mortazavi. The class
* included 20 Americans, 20 Swiss and 3

Italians. Classes were taught in English
by several different instructors from
various international business and
economic backgrounds and included

Iam fatso, I am patso
Cause I drink beer everyday
We're Humboldt, Swiss, and Italiano

And all we want to do is play
We say Bonjour Mi'’bella
And the Swiss say ey Bebe
And we say”ohh-ohhh-ohh
AAAYYYYYY SAUTE!!!
From that moment on, the song

became a group anthem and was to be
sung often in the coming weeks, from
the slopes of the Swiss Alps to the black
sands of Italy’s Mt. Etna.
The following Saturday began with
a train ride to Geneva to visit the
International Committee of the Red

856 10th Street - Arcata - C4
(707) 826-2739

Me ese ER

are}

Best Music Venue in Arcata
20 Beers on tap
Pool Table

& FREE WiFi

Biggest TV Screen
Mouthwatering Menu

Us fed iets paiada
Je) (i
ALL Shows

21

& rc

10pm
i Start at
Nios aes dh ca

ie
i
'
i

netic dorms iin Lausanne,
45 minutes from the university
train, On Monday, July 7, the Swiss
culty welcomed the American faculty
ad the Swiss, American and Italian
ents who were meeting each other
e first time. Once the Swiss and

prican instructors had finished their

}

students attended

headed down toward Lake Geneva,

_where the Lake Parade was already in
progress. A procession of “lovemobiles,”

of converted trucks with scantily-clad
women dancing on the beds, progressed
down the streets while announcers spun
house or techno music over massive
speakers. Participants followed the
trucks and.wore outlandish costumes
while dancing, drinking and carousing.
Revelers and partiers danced around
as the procession moved along the
water's edge. Each lovemobile stopped
as spectators gathered around to dance,
drink and carouse with each other. _
When the parade started back up again,
the crowd followed. After six hours, the.

trucks had only covered a fraction of the

area of the lake. The party raged until

dawn.

Zig bec may be. contacted at
_ zlawsha@thejackonline.org

e@ Open Mic Every Monday @8: 30.
;
Sept. 18 - JJ Grey & MOFRO,
Hill Country Revue
Sept. 19 - Ed Forman Show - comedy
Sept. 20 - Dub-A-Delics -regaxe
Sept. 22 - Yellowman - Reggae
Sept. 23 - Hot Buttered Rum. sivegrass
Sept. 26 - Dr. Squid - ciassic Rock
Sept. 27 - JUCE - Reggae
Oct. 3 - Monophonics - sou, Fun
Oct. 4 - Deadwood Revival - americana Rock
Oct. 9 - Compost Mountain Boys
Oct. 10 - Brightblack Morning Light
Oct. 11- Yer Dog - ate. rock
Oct. 16 - MC Chris
Oct. 17 - Miracle Show. cratetui Dead Tribute
Check www.humboldtbrews.com for latest music info.
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Bees create a buzz
in Humboldt County

Alex Stillman

er

Dina Soltow.

e Check the

Staff Writer

weather

day or night
Events and
Vue1 ee sete)ats
e Wave

person that is
terrified of

‘hi!’ to

bees, then Dr. Michael

friends around
the world

Mesler will make you have a
change of heart in the way you

view them.
“Bees are more interested in
collecting food than stinging
you,” said Mesler, professor
of pollination ecology. Bees,

\ \syBack Pain? Neck Pain? ¢
é

Headaches?

‘

oor

particularly honeybees, are

We Can Help

Humboldt Back & Neck
Pain Center
Drs. Mark & Martha Henry
Chiropractors

Traditional and Low Force Techniques

1781 Central Avenue

McKinleyville, CA

839-6300

decline in honeybees due to
Colony Collapse Disorder,
bees appear to be doing well in
Humboldt County, according
to a study done by the
National Academy of Sciences.
Depending on whom you ask,
the bee populations here in

study, one of his students

Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the PlAZA.........0006

researched the impact of
invasive species on the local
habitat and how that affects
bees. In the local dunes, they

761 8th Street
On the Arcata Plaza

found that cars commonly
disrupted the terrain, in which
most bees reside. They also

(next to the Jacoby Store House)

found that invasive (or exotic)

plants impacted the bee’s
habitat as well.
Mesler explains that their

822-6105
Call for Take Outs orders
or

s

research found a strong

reservations

Ope n Tuesday - Sunday
Closed on Mondays

PLAZ

}

RESTAURANT

many

relationship between the
amount of invading exotic
plants and the abundance and
diversity of native bees. In

f Pe

In.N.America alone there are

about 4,000 species, with 1,500 of those
in CA, and about 40 of them in the local
dunes of Humboldt County. About 70-80%
er eeu ground dwellers. Most of them
Nome

(ostol ae

"Unlike honeybees and bumblebees, which
are social, most bees are solitary.

a

They provide for at least a third of our

cea}

specific. A large fraction of

ecologically and economically
motivating. Along with his
graduate students, Mesler
researches the natural history
and ecology of bees. In one

Daily

in town!

while there are

Pet

America, which has seen a

bees, as they are both

VEGETARIAN MENU

« . There are about 19, Ore cy otto

explains that

pa

about Bees:

Of NE

number.
Mesler emphasizes the
importance of understanding

We have the largest

bs

important creatures. It is
estimated that honeybees are
responsible for pollinating 15
percent of most common food
crops worldwide. According
to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, honeybees pollinate
$15 billion worth of crops each
year in the U.S. alone.
Unlike the rest of North

the north are either doing fine,
or perhaps even increasing in

HUNAN ~ CANTON ~ PEKING
SZECHUAN ~ MANDARIN ~ DIM-SUM

-the impacted
habitats, the
native bee
populations
were much
lower than in
pristine areas.
Mesler

Nee iM ot ke Rt

SUL

even some small mammals are also

considered pollinators, bees are the most
important

bees,

nearly 20,000 of them, they
are also very diverse and
bees are particular in nesting
habitats and--as recently
found--in the types of pollen
they choose.
A good example of this is
ornamental landscaping. He
elucidated that while people
typically use bark to cover dirt
for decoration purposes and
to save water, they also block
access bees need to have so
they can dwell in the ground.
Dick LaForge, a local

beekeeper who teaches
beekeeping courses through
HSU Extended
Education,

estimates that the
local bee population
has increased and is
most likely due to the local
habitat. “This is a good area
for beekeeping,” said Laforge.
“There is a lot of spring rain
to keep flowers blooming, lots
of brushy un-managed area
for plants to bloom, and very
little trouble with agricultural
pesticides.”
He has also seen a rising
interest in local beekeeping.
Fifty people enrolled in his

beekeepers here keeping more
bees, I’d say the bee population
is increasing,” said LaForge.
“So far, we have not seen any
evidence of CCD.”

With the honeybee decline
gaining media attention, it
has also caused our local
community to recognize their

importance. The Natural
History Museum in Arcata has

a permanent exhibit on native
bees, with more specimens

being added.
“We also have a permanent
live honeybee hive,” says.
Museum Director Melissa

Zielinski.
No matter whom you

ask, all would agree
that the underlying
point is to
understand
the ecological
~ needs of bees
and to further
promote proper

beekeeping. “We need to fix
the honeybees because we
are not going to leave them.
They are convenient and we
are dependent on them,” says
Mesler. “Honeybees are very
special creatures. We have
to try to make it so that the
honeybees survive.”

beginning class this past

spring, a large boost from the
32 students he had the year

Dina Soltow may be reached at

before. “Since there are more

dsoltow@thejackonline.org
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Staff Writer
It took singer-songwriter
Jesse Goplen almost a year of
research before he believed
that the U.S. government
carried out the September
11 attacks. “There’s so much
disinformation, it’s hard to

figure out what’s real,” he said.
Goplen performed at
9/11: Fast Track to Fascism
last Thursday, the seventh
anniversary of the attacks. He
used his blend of acoustic blues

and old-time country music
to show his feelings about the
alleged conspiracy in his song
“Controlled Demolition.” “It’s
up to me and you//to find out
what went wrong//to find out
what is true,” Goplen sang.
Some of the songs Goplen
played were about using your
own judgment and research to
find the truth in today’s world.
“I do talk a lot about 9/11 in my
music right now, but I haven’t
always and hopefully my next
album will be a sort of 9/12,
getting beyond it,” he said.
Goplen played pieces
on different topics as well,
including his current home, in
“Humboldt County Rainbow.”

The independent artist is
originally from Wisconsin,
but after going to Germany

and developing ideas about
personal freedom, he came to
Humboldt. Goplen now says
he could never leave “the most
beautiful place on earth.”
Goplen covered songs by
artists such as Willie Nelson

and Reverend Gary Davis in
addition to his original music.
The 9/11 Truth Club

presented Fast Track to Fascism. It focused on
holding those the club views
as responsible for the tragedy

accountable. Proceeds from
the night were donated to the

protect us, such as the
Patriot Act, take away our

freedoms and violate our
right to privacy. Then the
club presented caricatures
representing members of the
Bush Administration. Some
of the comics insinuated that
they were directly responsible
for the September 11th attacks,
while others compared them to
Nazis.
The final portion of the
presentation was a screening
of Jason Bermas’s “Fabled
Enemies.” This film depicts the
search for Osama Bin Laden as
a scheme to scare the American

people into supporting war in
Iraq and Afghanistan. “Fabled
Enemies” proposes that Bin
Laden was a scapegoat and had
no connection to the attacks.
A.S. Student Affairs Vice
President Gabe Shames said
he suggested that the 9/11
Truth Club hold an event on
the anniversary. He said he
understands why people resist
the idea of being manipulated

how policies designed to

8am to 2pm

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,
Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,
Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill Pickles,

Buy 1 Get 1 1/2 Price

5pm to Midnight
$30 Dinner Special

Bud in the Can, Jello Shots

Oly Specials

2 Dinner Entrees
1 Appetizer

lrish Pub Wednesdays

Poaha Luau Thursdays

Corned Beef & Hash,

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi Poke,

Lamb Chops, Halibut n’ Chips,

Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia Nut

Steamer Mussels, Cheese Fries,

Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, Chicken
Katsu, Blue Hawaiian, Mai Tais

Irish Flag Shots, Guiness,
50¢ off Irish Whiskeys

Upcoming Shows
TTC

A YUL a aL

Arrogant Hare (Eureka indie pop)

ROE

@The Alibi
AORN
ORT TRH OTs
Pay

TNT

UR (OCCURS CTI MAS NA ALC)
Meat anicu em

umes

Wah-Wah Exit Wound (prog-rock from Seattle)
tC
CUT MTOM NT LLP ))
Floating Goat (SF stoner metal)

Monster Women (b-movie new wave from Eureka)
@ 10:30 $5-$10

Prize Country (heavy rock from Portland)

funty oto
“Humboldt
County’s only LGBT Han

by their government. “I’ve
seen some videos [about the
conspiracy] that are just as
baseless as the mainstream
media’s story,” said Shames.
Shames wanted a forum for
people to weigh their personal

research against the official
report. Once people start
talking, Shames said, they

would probably agree that
there is deception in the media.
Josh Roberts, an Arcata
resident and a member of

the 9/11 Truth Club, helped
organize Fast Track to Fascism.
He hopes the presentation
brought awareness of dissent.
“Listen to everybody. Read
everything. Believe absolutely
nothing unless you can prove it

with your own research.”

families of 9/11 victims.
During opening remarks, the

9/11 Truth Club highlighted

Two For Tuesday

Trailer Park Mondays

Lye Landau may be contacted

at llandau@thejackonline.org

;
WEDNESDAY
$2 well drinks

$5 pint drinks

y Mn Diver

git
|
—
$2 Pabst& $3 shots
| DJ Blancatron

ere
Beer Bust 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

$1 pint of Pabst & $2 Bud Light
535 5th Street Eureka
(707)-442-0772
Office 442-0771

Hours:
Wed.-Sun.

4 p.m.-2 a.m.

www.auntymoslounge.com
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By changing terminology, restricting funding
and making abortion an issue of morality,
the Bush administration is trying to control
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be present. Many medical workers consider

In mid-July the administration proposed

certain types of the pill as forms of abortion because they prohibit the fertilized

a rule that would deny federal funding to

egg from implanting in the uterine lining.

any medical provider that refuses to hire
doctors or nurses that object to abortion

Medically-speaking, an abortion is when

or certain types of contraceptives. Furthermore, it would allow medical workers
(pharmacist, doctors and nurses)
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LUMBERJACK
MISSION STATEMENT

We strive to act as
a watchdog of those
instituting policy that
affects students and their
surrounding communities.

We aew a newspaper for
students, by students. Our
goals are honesty, accuracy
and originality in reporting.
We will hold ourselves
accountable for errors in
our reporting.
We invite all
readers to participate.

This is your

to what constitutes a human life will always

reproductive rights.

Features Editor

Opinion Editor

tion of pregnancy is when a fertilized egg
implants in the uterine lining. The debate as

to re-

define what constitutes abortion. If a doctor believes every egg in a woman's body is
a human, then that doctor has the right to

the products of conception (the fetus, fetal
membranes, and placenta) exit prematurely
from the uterus. The medical definition
does not mention the cause as to how
the products are extracted, so therefore

This definition is vague and distorted but
attempts to re-define when human life
begins.
The long-standing medical defini-

To add to the confusion, the administration
has not presented a list of which pills are
considered forms of “abortion.”

The way things are going, the next logical
step would be to outlaw condoms because
they interfere with the sperm reaching the
egg.
Although federal funds cannot be used for
abortions, they are used for contraceptives
and sex education. In a study conducted

well.

from 1995 to 2002, about one-fourth of
the women surveyed said they went to
a public clinic or other public facility for

Some medical workers say because of

general and preventive care.

miscarriages are considered an abortion as

prohibit all contraceptives to their patient.

However, the Bush administration would
like abortions to be classified as “any of the
various procedures -- including the prescription and administration of any drug or
the performance of any procedure or any
other action -- that results in the termination of the life of a human being in-utero
between conception and natural birth,
whether before or after implantation.”

ing their attacker's child.

these pills women are having “abortions”
every year. This is not a matter of science it’s a matter of Judeo-Christian belief being
pushed upon us.
Yes, abortion to some is wrong, but the pill
is a form of prevention-not termination.
If this were to become law, birth control
such as IUDs and certain types of pills including emergency contraception could be
classified as abortion.Victims of rape would
have to live with the possibility of conceiv-

Publicly-funded clinics are vital to helping
women make their own choices and give
them the right to access preventive care.
Many of these women depend on these
clinics and are uninsured. Making these
services less available because someone
finds it morally wrong is against a woman’s
right to choose.
Decisions concerning our reproductive
rights are for each citizen to individually
make - and certainly not the government.

The Lumberjack is a member of the California College Media
Association.
The Lumberjack is printed on recycled paper and published Wednesdays during the school year.
Questions regarding editorial content of the Lumberjack should be directed toward its editor. Opinions expressed by guest
columnists are not necessarily those of HSU. Advertising material is published for informational purposes and is not constructed as an
expressed

or implied endorsement

or verification of such commercial

ventures by the

Lumberjack,

Associated Students, or

newspaper.
Be a part of it.

HSU.

views and content of the Lumberjack are those of the author and not necessarily HSU. One copy of the Lumberjack is
provided free of charge to all community members.

For more news check us out on the web at www.thejackonline.org
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Attempts to silence

Cylist deserve safety

THE

“Moment of Silence”
Dear Editor,

As someone who rides a bicycle on a daily basis, I can’t help but be very troubled by the rash of bike-

related collisions and tragedies that have struck our community. What bothers me the most is that we're
creating an atmosphere that is hostile to bicycles and non-motorized vehicles.

I attended last week’s AS meeting because my club was sponsoring
an item on the agenda. Up to this point I, like many students, had only
superficial knowledge of our student government, not out of any particular
animosity, but because I am busy. All students are welcome to attend AS

The Arcata Police Department and The Humboldt State University Police Department set out
to punish biking and skateboarding violators to scare people into obeying traffic laws, which I don’t
necessarily think is a bad idea; even though I was one of those ticketed. But their actions are hardly

proactive. Why didn’t we have bicycle safety seminars at orientation or the beginning of the school year?
How can we encourage safe bike riding without merely discouraging bike riding altogether?

meetings, but not unexpectedly, there was a small crowd at the September
8th meeting. If you are one of the many who werent there, you might be
interested and are certainly entitled to know what happened.

Another of the campus’s strategies for making it “safer” is by making many areas free of bicycles and
skateboards. My friend Justin and I were discussing the areas closed-off to bikes and he pointed out, “If

Our resolution concerned the sponsorship of a Moment of Silence on

given a better alternative [like a bike route], we would take it.” The truth is, students will always bike across

campus, since it’s the fastest method. When are we going to start taking campus bicycle infrastructure
planning seriously? Has the administration looked at the bicycle master plan put together by Green
Wheels? (It’s all online at www.green-wheels.org/node/8) Now that we've achieved our goal of greater

enrollment, we'd better improve the infrastructure to deal with our new students and keep them around.

the anniversary of 9/11. (The text of it will be available on the AS Website

after the minutes of the meeting are ratified). When public comments were
solicited, I carefully explained that we hoped this event would be nondisruptive, but we considered it a nice gesture; that the events of 9/11/01
were inarguably important ones in the subsequent march of the world; and
that AS’s support was kindly requested. I added a comment that I wished,

" rather than believed, to be unnecessary: that despite the atmosphere at

If Greg Jennings’ (HSU Alum) death on Highway 299 taught us anything, it’s that we should have

built a bike trail a long time ago to avoid this sort of tragedy. If cyclists like Jennings can take all the

Humboldt State, I didn’t doubt that the members of the council were

isk. If we give bikers a place where they can ride safely, they'll gladly take it. My only hope is that the
University will realize that before we lose any more students.

College Republicans, with the intent and nature of the Moment of Silence.
Sadly, this was not only a necessary but an unheeded request. While

large-minded enough to not confuse the political identity of my club, the

at
precautions and still get killed, then we need to critically look at how our infrastructure. puts cyclists

most members of AS were polite and open-minded, and understood our
motivations, some of the first comments were from those who disagreed
with the action. While I of course respect their right not to sympathize, |

Sincerely,

Jeff Steuben

also have a right to form an opinion about what their comments signified.
I found it amusing that all comments against our proposal were preluded
with disclaimers to the effect of, “We have nothing against the College
Republicans, obviously, but...” In every case, the only reason for objection
‘was obviously that our club had suggested it.
One member stated that he thought that AS could choose to observe
moments of silence on other days than this one, in memory of events
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necessary to strike the word “terrorist” in reference to the attacks. I wonder
what she considers the violent and premeditated actions of non-military
The event will have’been long over by the time this gets to press. Yet

Marcy Burstiner

—

ed

(who did support our idea, if for their own reasons.) This representative
had failed to grasp what I think the majority of the campus immediately
understood: the message is separate from the messenger.
Thankfully, the majority of the council members did understand.
Two or three pointed out in different ways that activism and campus
involvement should be encouraged, and they called their companions’
bluff that the College Republicans are somehow to blame for everything
that’s wrong with the world. I am happy to say our resolution carried
overwhelmingly. I was less amused that one council member thought it
irregulars against prominent, public, civilian targets, if not terroristic?

Advisor

Staff Writers and Photographers

Anthony Barstow

_ The most blatant negative comment can be paraphrased, “I feel like
the Republicans have gotten enough mileage out of the 9/11 attacks
without us lending them any more support.” I wonder what would have
- happened if the College Democrats had drafted the resolution, or one of:

Bosh Poetrine?”

LUMBERJACK STAFF sesnuses
Miriam Alatorre

_ not preclude AS from supporting moments of silence anywhere else.
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Carter

o

:

Helping Vows )

victims in other countries, I do find it appropriate to show sympathy for
victims in this country too. Support for a moment of silence on 9/11 does

Andrew Smith
Camila Andres
Pilar Fernandez-Baumann

Garrett Purchio
Maya Reynolds

-at a university that claims to support free speech, open dialogue, campus
participation, and to disdain discrimination, the College Republicans were
offered good doses of the opposite. In any event, the campus community
seemed to appreciate our efforts, and I applaud those who were sensitive
enough to agree with us. The Moment of Silence was widely observed, I
believe, ‘and was meaningful to many who participated in it. Thanks to AS,
President Richmond, the promoting clubs, and especially the professors
and students who made it possible.,

Torey Hartman

Stephanie Haller
Nicole Beckemeyer

g
For more news check us out on the web at www.thejackonline.or

Jerilyn Gashi
President of the Humboldt State
University College Republicans
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Sept. 18 - 20
Gist Hall Theatre
Play about a
California town
immersed in
fighting a forest
fire. $3-5
yee yan)

The NIN logo illuminates the stage before the set of encore songs in Oakland Sep. 5 | Heather Birchard

RA i
Wives of
Windsor

Thursday, Sept. 18
North Coast
Repertory Theatre,
Eureka
Opening night,
champagne reception
after the show.
8:00 pm

Nine

Inch Nails Hammered

Away

In Oakland

$13

Heather

Birchard

Staff Writer

Humboldt
Council for the
Blind benefit
Saturday,
The

Sept. 20

Alibi, Arcata

Arrogant

Hare,

The

Monster Women.
$5-10, 21+
10:30 pm

Hot Buttered
Rum
Tuesday,

Sept.

Humbrews,

Bluegrass
10:00 pm
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Arcata

Alternative rock band Nine
Inch Nails led a visual and
sonic-charged show this past
weekend in Oakland on Friday,
Sept. 5.
Trent Reznor, the sole

force and influence over NIN,
had a live band backing him
during the performance. Robin
Finck, who used to play for
the band about ten years ago,
has reunited with NIN again
on lead guitar - much to fans'
delight.
This marked the secondto-last show on the first leg
of the "Lights in the Sky over
North America" 2008 tour.
The most noteworthy aspect
of the performance came from
the detailed, extravagant and

technical lighting setup.
Behind the five band
members at the back of the
stage were large panels of
spotlights that would glow red,

blue and other colors during
songs. Sometimes these lights
would flash so rapidly that it
created a strobe effect. Each

song on the set list had its own
visual accompaniment.

HSU Microbiology junior
Lana Dieter traveled six and a
half hours from McKinleyville
to Oakland to see the show.
"The lighting was superb! The
LED screens that displayed

[Reznor] has become an
artist instead of just a

musician.

Security guards stood
in the space between the
barricade and the stage
keeping an eye out for crowd
surfers who felt faint during
the show.
"A fight broke out behind
me partway through the show
and the [security] guys were
right there breaking it up and
dragging the drunken people
out," said Dieter.

One problem during the

- April Adams,
NIN concertgoer.

show seemed to be crowd

behavior. If attendees had
general admission, or "pit"
tickets, the safest place to be

Directly above the stage
were two screens that would
come down for various songs
to create the illusion of

landscapes. One screen was
in front of the band, but still

patterns of light and pictures
were a great supplement to

However, everyone behind

the songs. I've heard that
Nine Inch Nails has always
had excellent lighting for the
shows and this certainly did

the barricade got pretty rough

did not obscure the view of the

not disappoint, nor was it too

members.

distracting," she said.

Look

for the

newly

is usually the barricade at
the front of the entire crowd.

re-designed

during the heavier songs. A
mosh pit even occurred in the

See NIN, pg. 24

thejackonline.org

next

week!
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NIN, cont.
from pg. 23°
middle of the standing area.
Sarah Miller of Marysville,
Wash. had seat tickets for this
show. "Fuck Nine Inch Nails
fans. They're crazy sometimes
and they need to be more aware
of the people around them. I
like being in the back in the
seats because that way I don't
get repeatedly punched in the

Additional multimedia
‘including tour photos, videos, and fan forums

and a free download of the new NIN release,

The Slip:

HSU Newman
Community

back of the head,” she said.

A Catholic student organization

‘

Mass 5:30 p.m.

WENNERHOLM

MCKINLEY

Dr. Bill Wennerholm,

Sunday at Lutheran Church
Chaplain: Father Eric Freed

.

CHIROPRACTIC of

VILLE

D.C.

Work Injuries ¢ Auto Accidents
Low Back Pain ¢ Headaches

Deacon Ken Bond’

Most Insurances Accepted

Gist Hall
T

Union Street

8 Sues

17th Street

Now with Saturday hours, 9 a.m. to noon.

an...
Lutheran Church
of Arcata

151 E. 16th Street.

Accepting new patients

1660 Central Avenue, Ste.

A McKinleyville (707)-839-4344

14th Street

700 Union Street

“Why wait until you

° Bible Study

are out of school to

¢ Social Activities

make a difference”
Christen

sedating effect on the crowd,
who continued relentless

:

shoving and crushing.

q

Reznor sang with high
at the front, most noticeable

during "Closer," which is known
for its explicit lyrics - "I want to
fuck you like an animal."

April Adams, from Lacey,
Wash., said, "I like how he
[Reznor] has become an artist
instead of just a musician. It

Oregon areas in December.

Condey-Wisenhunt

Become

a leisure companion

476-8168

Now, where is that
Hemp Store?

° BEYOND

BORDERS

am Ge Dat @ La

Oinieaaera
Le VN 822-2156

Heather Birchard may be contacted at
hbirchard@thejackonline.org

Solutions
Hemp*Recycled*Organic
1063 H Street
Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Arcata
(707)-822-6972

a

energy and made intent eye
contact with many of the fans

seems like something he has
wanted his whole life."
Nine Inch Nails is still
touring, and will be back in
the Northern California and

Newman Center

¢ Retreats

Even the calmer
instrumental pieces off "Ghosts
I-IV" did not seem to have a

www.thejackonline.org
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“Hitler and Nazi

Propaganda” seminar
filled to capacity
World Cultures Film Festival offers
class credit for watching movies

G3
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IF YOU NEED ONE OF THESE SERVICES
Danielle Holt
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"The Silences of the Palace"
which looks into the status of
women in the Arab-Muslim
world. Other movies showing
include "The Counterfeiters,"
"Children Peking Opera

is if you have a reputation for

"Everybody loves Hitler,"
said Ben Marschke, assistant

professor of history at
Humboldt State University.
And it appears to be true
since every seat in Marschke's
seminar, "Hitler and Nazi
Propaganda" has been filled.
The World Cultures Film
Festival (WLC 480) starts this

weekend and runs through
November 7. The film festival is

set to be "a fully multicultural
global experience," said

showing excellent films and
providing excellent information
and insight into films, that's
something that is very attractive

to the HSU community,” said
LaBahn Clark.
Marschke thinks the
success of his "Hitler and Nazi

Singers," "Bashu" and "Hitler:
A Career."
Open seats in the course
are disappearing quickly, said
LaBahn Clark. "It's proven to
be wildly popular."
"The film festival] is a
chance to watch a film with
someone who knows that

Propaganda" seminar is due
in part to American's morbid
curiosity with Hitler.
The seminars will feature
a film, followed by a discussion

and a written response paper

Rosamel Benavides-Garb,

culture and has a passion for
making that culture accessible,"

for course credit. In order to
get credit for the film festival,

professor and chair of
the Department of World
The film festival is the
brainchild of Benavides-

[The film festival]
Is set to be a fully
multicultural

weekend seminar, however

this year Benavides-Garb
decided to enhance the
program to "give the
students a chance to select
films from all we have to
offer."
The festival will feature
six films, ranging from
Iranian films to a seminar
on Hitler. The films focus
on labor, women, children
and cultural issues. Most

- Rosame! Benavides-Gar

DODOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOPDOYD

challenged and moved
to a different place

Almas

that intellectually and
emotionally they have

Mexican

Benavides-Garb.
Benavides-Garb

D,

Cu tures chair

(across from the recycling center)

(707) 822-1200

Mon.-Sat. 11 am-5 pm

form or another. The

department's vision is
to one day have a week

7th & G, Arcata

of movies at the Minor
Theater in Arcata, with

students must choose three

"provides a unique opportunity
for conversation and dialogue,

it invites students to be a part
of a larger world."

Kay LaBahn Clark,
professor in the world cultures

and languages department,

believes the film festival will

be especially successful here at
Humboldt State. "That's what
the HSU community is famous

for - intellectual curiosity," she
said.
"This is an academic
community and our experience

films to attend and complete a
response paper on them. The
layout of the festival is such

that students are meant to pick
three films to see. "If you want
to see all the movies you are
more than welcome to see them
all," said Benvides-Garb.
The festival kicks off with
"Salt of the Earth," an American

film about the strike against
the Empire Zinc Mine in New
Mexico. This film was originally

Food

1251 9th St., Arcata

hopes to be able to hold
the festival again in one

World nengoges anc

Benavdies-Garb, this festival

on

(707) 444-9636
www.leons-carcare.com

not visited before," said

global experience.

importantly, according to

To comment

929 Broadway (Off Highway 101) - Eureka « California 95501

should "expect to be

fet

Garb. Usually, each of the
programs holds their own

Maintaining & Repairing
Students’ Cars Since 1961

said LaBahn Clark.
Those who attend

Languages and Cultures.

Factory Scheduled

Maintenance

(Arcata Auto parking lot)

(707) 496-4165

visiting directors giving talks.
"It's proven to be so
popular, it has obviously struck

Mon.-Weds. 5:30-10 pm
Thurs. 5:30 pm-11 pm
Fri.-Sat. 5:30 pm-2 am
Sun. 11 am-9 pm

a chord," said LaBahn Clark.

"We need to follow up on
that and find a format to allow
more people to participate."
So what does this
overwhelming interest say
about Humboldt State?
Professor Benavides-Garb said

Homemade Tortillas
Catering for Any Event

that it shows that students

"intuitively know that the world
is bigger than California."

banned in America for dealing

with the prejudice against

Mexican-American workers.
The festival also features

this story

and

more

Danielle Holt may be contacted at

dholt@thejackonline.org

visit www.thejackonline.org!

Alma’'s
Mexican

Food

Present this coupon for 15% off of your total price or
25% eff for students with ID.
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Drive By Truckers talk new
album, air conditioning
OFF

THE

CALEB JOHNSON
Patterson Hood knows a thing or two
about growing up in the South. The Drive By
Truckers’ lead singer has made a career out
of writing about it with wit and grace. Race,
religion, family and politics-it is all fair game
for Hood. The Truckers have been touring most

WIRE

| The Crimson White
PH: Air conditioning/being without air

conditioning.
CW:

What advantages do you think

having more than one songwriter in the
band brings?

of 2008 behind their latest release, "Brighter

Than Creation's Dark." It is an old-school rock
and roll album, and some of DBT's best work to

date. Hood took some time out from his busy
schedule to talk to The CW about the album,

touring and the South.
CW: What is your impression of the
city of Tuscaloosa? It's been a little over
four years since you played here. Are you
excited to be coming back?
PH: It's been a while. We have fun there

Taqueria

J

686 F Street, Suite D, Agsata CA 95521
t AN
ccs

toeant

aces

|

Monday - Saturday

~ 9AM -9PM
Family Atmosphere

Dine (n or Carry Out
Breakfast Menu
Chile Relleno

made fresh daily
authentic menudo

686 F Street (by Safeway)
826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com

now, and my sister will get to come so
looking forward to it. Back in the '80s
House Cat [Hood's former band] used
Tuscaloosa and were hated. We all did
the '80s that we're a little ashamed of.

I'm
Adam's
to play in
things in

CW: Now that you have some
distance from the album, how do you feel
about "Brighter Than Creation's Dark?"
PH: It's the greatest thing we've ever done.
It's better than the album I dreamed about
making as a kid.
CW: Where did you draw most of
your songwriting inspiration from on
"Brighter Than Creation's Dark?"
PH: We all went through a dark time for a
few years, and the songs all kind of came out of
that.

CW: Do you consider yourself a
storyteller?
PH: I consider all of us storytellers storytellers, preachers and dancers.

CW: What's the best part/worst part
about being a Southern man in the 21st
century?

PH: You can't have too many great songs.

It would suck if the bar wasn't so high, but not
wanting to let each other down makes us all
better writers.
CW: The Truckers have always
emphasized the idea of an "entire
album." Do you think technology will
change the way you do things?

PH: No. It will open up new possibilities,
especially for the leftover songs from an album,
but we'll always make "albums."
CW: What are your thoughts on the
Presidential race? Is this a turning point
for our country?

PH: I sure hope so. I hope we don't reelect Bush for four more years. I don't know if
our economy can take another half a decade
of these morons running it into the ground.
I just got back from Europe, and the Euro is
about a buck fifty. They are already shifting
their economy into the 21st century with the
development of green technology, which, like it
or not, is the future for every one. We shouldn't

be lagging behind. We should be out in front.
The Democratic agenda makes more sense
even from a Republican point of view, at least if .

you're a fiscal conservative and not a neo-con.
We've seen what the neo-cons can do.

CW: What was it like touring in
the spring with Tuscaloosa's own, The
Dexateens?

PH: The Dexateens is one of the best g-----ed rock 'n' roll bands on the planet. So I hope
every one is getting out and supporting them.
My town will steal them away if ya'll don't treat
them nice.
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815 9th Street Arcata
(707)-822-7420

Brad Pitt stars in Joel and Ethan Coen’s dark-spy comedy Burn After Reading | Focus Features

“Burn After Reading”

fits Coen style
OFF
ANN

"I'm fixin' to do something
dumber than hell, but I'm

going anyways.”
The above quotation, as
many completists can probably
already identify, comes from
the screenplay for last year's
"No Country For Old Men." On
the surface, it has pretty much
nothing in common with the
writing/directing team's latest
effort, "Burn After Reading" - if
anything, this looks like a step
backward.
After all, hadn't the Coens

spent too much time doing
their usual thing - working with
their typical casts (Frances
McDormand and George
Clooney are some of the main
repeats here), detectable

screenplays (dealing with
money and the scramble to
get it, usually), and fondness
for classic Hollywood cinema
(Hitchcock himself would be

proud at the ridiculous plot
here)?
No, not really. Because, as
"Burn After Reading" proves,
these things are classic Coen
traits because they're classical
in the best possible sense - not
worn-out.

Doing things
extraordinarily dumb but going
anyway is kind of the point,
after all, of many beloved Coen
characters, and the ridiculous

THE

WIEGENSTEIN

| Daily lowan

Linda (McDormand) and
her best friend, Chad (Brad
Pitt), are leading ho-hum lives

of working at a Washington,
D.C., gym and looking for love
online, until the day when a
CD of, as Chad puts it, "some

raw intelligence shit" lands in
their midst. Obviously, this is
their opportunity for blackmail
- "You slip on the ice outside a
fancy restaurant. Or something

like this happens," Linda
explains matter-of-factly of the
chances life hands a person.

The CD actually belongs to
Osborne Cox (John Malkovich,
in full volcanic fury mode) an

ex-C.1.A. man whose icy wife

Katie (Tilda Swinton) is one of

many charmed into sleeping

with the also-married Harry
(Clooney). Somehow, the

Russian Embassy also gets

involved, and it doesn't seem

that far-fetched.
This tendency is actually
what makes "Burn After
Reading" such a pleasure to
watch - not the ability to work
in a Cold-War-style villainous
figure, but the way that the
film makes even the most
insane things, be they lines of
dialogue or plot threads, just
coast by on the wave of fun the
filmmakers are having. (The

Ask for Deliciousfofu Snack Products
at these Campus Outlets
at HSU
- The Depot
- South Campus Marketplace
- Giant’s Cupboard
- Jolly, Giant Cafeteria

WIRE

web of "Burn After Reading's"
plot is par for the course.

Tess eerie - Loca

indispensable J.K. Simmons
gets the joy of delivering, "So,
we don't really know what
anyone is after.") That's writer/
directors and cast included:
All the new additions to the
clan are fine, with the standout

and at CR
* Dining Hall

822-7401
TOFU

SHOP

SHOP.COM

* TOFU

FOODS,

SPECIALTY

INC.

ARCATA

being Pitt and the weakest link
Clooney, surprisingly enough,
bringing just a little too much
twitchiness to his philanderer.
. It's almost as ifall the
positive criticism for "No

Country" got channeled into
this: an ultimate Coen flick - a
melding of the comedic spirit
behind past caper comedies
such as "O Brother, Where Art

Thou?" and "Raising Arizona”
and, in the truly smart move in
the screenplay's later section,
twisting into the violent kind
of ironic humor that fueled so
many moments in "Fargo" and

Ce

I iert

et

its ilk.

Does this live up to those
past moments of glory? No.
And, to answer the unspoken

question posed by my opening
paragraph, no, it's certainly not
attempting to live up to the "No
Country" fervor. But it does
prove, as perhaps its creators
were hoping to, that having a
style detectable enough that
film dweebs such as myself
often just throw "-esque" at the
end of your name isn't a sin if
you know how to work it right.

Lumberjack Newspaper.
The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
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Specializing in Pizza, Hot & Cold Sandwiches,
Burgers, Authentic Philly Cheesesteakes,
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clothing & smoke shop?"

HANDBLOWN GLAS B
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MEN & WOMENS CLOTHING &AG

Wild Rivers

Store HOtrs:
Monday 11 - 7
Closed Tuesday

101 Film
Festival

et

Wednesday & Thursday 11 #4es

Friday & Saturday 12-8 ‘@&
Sunday 12 - 5

Evan Pugh
Staff Writer

For students, Wild Rivers

101 may have gotten lost in the
rush of starting the semester.
But to community members,

Pa

it was a whirlwind ten-day
festival of films and art exhibits
and wine tasting and musical
displays (Woofstock not
included) that stretched from

PAnehsti-18@) (Monin sti cal.c
eeSe HCGS
(707) 443 OLY,

Crescent City's Drive-in Theater
to Garberville's movie theaters.

The Festival opened with
Whole Pies - Pizza By The Slice - Subs - Salads - Pasta Dinners

GIVE PETE’S A CHANCE!

a local premiere of the movie

"Humboldt County" at the
Eureka Theater on Aug. 27 and

closed with a showing of the
oldest movie on the bill - 1947's

Open

"Out of the Past."
In between was an
amalgam of excitement - and at
Fright Night on Sept. 5 - a little

Late On Weekends

4 TVs (with NFL Ticket)

bit of fear.

To the student who wanted
to attend any of the events,

10% off w/ Student ID

there were many films at the

Happy Hours 7-9 pm daily
Vegan

Options+Organic

Minor Theater - though, in the
playbill that was distributed

Online Menu @
bigpetespizza.com
LIVE MUSIC:

("Phyllis and Harold," and "We
Arrive like an Echo,") were

Lost World." Parts of "The Lost
World" were filmed locally.

being shown at the currentlydefunct Arcata Theater on G
Stréet. Other movies that were
playing at the Minor included

interesting festival and the
best part of the year for movie

Control Grandpa."
The most interesting

aspect of this film festival was
the older films that we rarely
get a chance to see on the big

after the "Humboldt County"
premiere, their film projection
system has not been updated

screen. Films like 1979's "Black

Stallion" or Disney's 1950
classic "Sleeping Beauty" were
playing across the county as
well as an interesting double

since 1947.
If they could raise the

money, the Eureka Theater
could become a solid "revival"
theater that runs older movies
all throughout the year instead

bill of Cheech and Chong's

classic comedy "Up in Smoke"
that played before the recently_ released film "Pineapple
Express.”
Even not-so-old and notso-great movies were played at
the Burlington Campground in

of just in this short ten days.

~

Evan Pugh may be contacted at
epugh@thejackonline.org

Off Campus

(Arcata, Blue Lake,
McKinleyville,
Manilla, Samoa
& Bayside)

walk-ins

always
welcome

GALLERY
1065 K Street
Arcata, CA

Located off the footbridge

a

buffs in our beloved county.
However, I can imagine that the
many screenings that went on
at the Eureka Theater became
grating as the festival went on
because, as was mentioned

The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Lumberjack Newspaper.

myspace.com/bigpetespizzeria

BIG De i ' S

Overall, it was an

"Localpalooza," and "Remote

(for more info)

from

Park," and its sequel, "The

Salads

WE DELIVER!
food + beer
HSU Dorms +

New Outdoor Seating

Weott which included "Jurassic

throughout the county, it
stated that some of the films

HSU on the corner of
15th and Gst.

826-1890
eRe

open 12noon-9pm
Tuesday-Saturday

1h |

= on-Thars, tiam -10pm
Fri & Sat, tlam -Midnight

Get
ready.
The Lumberjack’s
new Web site will
be up and running
in the next couple
of weeks.
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October 3-5 , 2008

WEEKEND

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY

| Homecoming & Family Weekend Schedule

|

Friday, October 3

Sunday, October 5

i
|

8am-5pm — Invite Your Guest to Class
Noon-5pm - Family Weekend Check-in - University Center

8am-lpm - Brunch at the “J” - Jolly Giant Commons, 3 Floor ($)
10am-12pm- Listserv Discussion- Klamath Room, JGC

iq

2pm—Campus Tour or Historic Arcata Walk- University Quad

3pm- Ribbon Cutting for new Kinesiology Athletics Building
4:30-5:30pm - Guest Reception- University Center

For more information and reservation form go online to
http://studentaffairs.humboldt.edu/homecoming

|
4

Saturday, October 4

SK

Jam-lpm - Farmer’s Market and Pastels on the Plaza

Noon- Campus Tour or Historic Arcata Walk- University Quad

Brought to you by the Office of Student Life
(707) 826-3504 ¢ Nelson Hall East 206

4pm-5:45 - Homecoming BBQ- University Center Quad ($)
6pm - HSU Football (vs. Azusa Pacific - Redwood Bowl)

— $) Students will need to pay for these events- Cash, J Points, and Credit Cards
will be accepted

6pm-9pm - Arts Alive - Old Town Eureka

DECISIONS
ARE BEING
TT

CR

aE

TI

ata

oe

THEM?

A.S. COUNCIL
Positions Available:
eAS Presents Representative

COMMITTEES

Serves as Chair of the AS Presents Committee

¢Public Relations Coordinator

Coordinates AS public relations campaign

COUNCIL MEMBERS
Each of these positions represents the student voice in
. their respective colleges and/or constituent group.

eAHSS Representative

We have over 55 campus committees including...
eStudent Fee Advisory

eInstructionally Related

Taadter ehoatuins
*HSU Associated Students

oe elie bi duet
Comitiities

Activities (IRA)

Committee

Lobby Corps

1 position available

FREE ACADEMIC PLANNERS AVAILABLE IN THE AS OFFICE

! position available

THM CRTC

‘
eCPS Representative

eAll University Representative

] position available

UCC

Phone: 707-826-4221

om

—

Web: www.humboldt.edu~hsuas

|
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LENDAR
LUMBERIACK CA
‘ilm.theater.dance
AGORA

WANT TO GET INTO
THE CALENDAR?
Send calendar submissions to
lumberjack.calendar@gmail.
com by the Friday preceeding
publication.

UsE YOUR

campus. community. music.

Sept. I7 - Sept. 23
Southern-style

WHAT’S
GOIN’ ON?

Sere

tte rT)

Ed

Show

$7
Fire-Bringer
Where: Gist Hall

Theatre

Time: 7:30 pm
Play about a California

Where:
Muddy’s Hot
Cup, Arcata
Time: 8:00 pm
957

H

Chirgilchin

September

822-2834

Mateel Community Center Proudly Presents The 4th Annual

octtrrlire
Ceca tli k we Caelan]
]

LA

ee ayma a

pa Bibi

oe

FE:

Alice Di Micele

Sunday 12 to Spm
charge.

7 ommurn
bth

Where: Muddy’s Hot
Cup
Time: 8:00 pm

Fire-Bringer
_ Where: Gist Hall
Theatre
Time: 7:30 pm
Play about a California
- town immersed in
fighting a forest fire.
$3-5

Fae

Throat

Master

-

Singers

of Tuva

eu cue

Marsh

Interpretative Center

‘Time 906 am

The Merry
Wives of
Windsor
Where: North Coast
Repertory Theatre, Eureka
Time: 8:00 pm
opening night, champagne
reception after the show.
$13

y &
Moire” Hill

Country

nn
LL

Workshops, Jamming, Craft Vendors, Food By Local Non-Profits & A Kid Zone
Plus The Hilarious Meadow Muffin Madness & Lots More Country Fun!!!
jute,

Tickets available now at the usual local outlets & from www.inticketing.com
$40 MCC Members In Advance/ $45 General Advance/ $50 At The Gate

<i

For more info call (707) 923-3368 or visit www.matecl.org

iv : \ uM

Community Center,

The

Redway
Time: 8:00 pm

minute Men
Where: Cafe Mokka,

$25

Arcata

Tweak Bird,
The Ravens,
Dorado

Revue

Where: Humbrews,
Arcata
Time: 10:00 pm

Last-

Time: 8:30 pm
no cover/all ages.
International

:

;

iy

Where: Jambalaya,

Dub-A-Delics

Arcata

Where: Humbrews,
Arcata

tis

HSU

:

|

Time: 10:00 pm

Pre-Law

night

Dreamtime
Psirkus

ae

Fe

he

Society

Where: Accident Gallery,
Eureka
Time: 8:00 pm
Dream manifesting, face
painting, tarot reading,
live musc. $3-10

.

Caring

Where: Mateel

Friday 10 to 9pm
Saturday 10 to 6pm

7
ry)

of

Volunteer

Street

Special orders welcome

fighting a forest fire.
$3-5

Eastern European

BOOKS

Arcata, CA 95521
Mon-Thurs 10 to 7pm

at no extra

ear:

Sse
A reata
Time: 8:00 pm
no cover/all ages

ass Jam

in

town immersed

kk

Se

oe

-

Time: 8:00 pm

Forman

Where: Humbrews,
Arcata.
Time: 10:00 pm.
Comedy

HEAD

square dance

Where:Arcata Veterans

Hall

é

NORTHTOWN

eS

movie

Where: Jolly Giant
Commons, HSU

Time: 6:30 pm

“The Devil's Advocate”

Fire-Bringer

‘Where: Gist Hall

Theatre
Time: 7:30 pm
Play about a California
town immersed in

fighting a forest fire.

feat. members of
Parliment Funkadelic &

The Wailers ——

Joanne Rand
and Robert
Franklin

Where: Muddy’s Hot Cup,

Arcata

Time:9:00 pm
$5-10

September

22

$3-5

Yellowman
Where:

Humbrews, Arcata

Time: 10:00 pm
Reggae

Serre

tte 20

Humboldt
Council for the
Blind benefit.
Where: The Alibi, Arcata

Time: 10:30 pm
Arrogant Hare, The
ee
+

Women. $5-10,

er

re

Hot Buttered :
Rum
Where:
Arcata

Humbrews,
.

Time: 10:00 pm
Bluegrass

.
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assified
Shop Locally & Save On Thousands
School & Office Supplies

Free
Student
Classifieds
for the
month of

We've office products you need with the service you deserve!

Pacific Paper Ca

€

2825 F Street * Eureka

RS
833 H Street ¢ Arcata

443-3158 ° Fax: 443-0547

822-0527 ¢ Fax: 822-0546

SHOP ONLINE: pacificpaperco.com ° arcatastationers.com

PeaceCorps
Interview on 3

5e

Sept.23Just send
a Classified
|
ad

(30 words
or less,

one ad per
person)
froma
humboldt
email
address,
to:

Apply Online by 9/17 for this round of

NEED A LABORER
OR LANDSCAPERS?
Strong, skilled, reliable worker
available for construction,

WORK NIGHTS OR
WEEKENDS? Visit www.
collmedia.net for more info.

References required.

WELLNESS
HSU AA MEETINGS
now meet in SBS Building
Room 405. Call 442-0711
for more info. Marijuana
Anonymous meets every

Wednesday night from
7-8pm in SBSB 405,

TIN CAN MAILMAN
BUYS BOOKS, including
TEXTBOOKS for cash or
trade credit. Huge selection,
open daily. Corner of 10th
& H Arcata 822-1307

Two-year assignments begin
summer & fall 2009.
70+ Countries of Service.
Combine with Grad School.
Student Loans Deferred.

aes
ia -

a es

om

| hdriscoll@peacecorps.gov

Se

=]
POST-HASTE
ee,
oe

Trouble
getting
packages
delivered??

tools, local references and
flexible hours. Call Mark at’
_ 707-668-4198

PHOTOGRAPHY!
AWARD-WINNING
PHOTOJURNALIST
’ Looking to branch out
into wedding photography.
Competitive rates! Email
Stephanie for more
information at steph@
tinikdesign.com or call
616-6636. Available for

engagements, weddings and
commitment ceramonies.

Everyone welcome!

WETSUIT-WOMEN’S
7MM “Bare” brand Size
8T/8L, Black, in great
condition (only worn a
few times), includes heay
duty hanger and mesh bag.
Asking 8&175 obo. Email
kdtwister@gmail.com
TWO-TWO
BEDROOM HOUSES IN
EUREKA; $180K cash, or
$220K with terms; ($175K

LJNPads@
humboldt.edu

The
deadline
is always
Friday at
eae

landscaping, gardening,
moving, hauling, and any
other general labor or
odd jobs. I have a truck,

FOR SALE

WWW.peacecorps.gov

800.424.8580

NEED A GOOD
PAYING CAMPUS JOB
AND DON’T WANT TO

WANTED
i

Info sessions on campus:
Wwww.peacecorps.gov/events

SERVICES

618-9228.

git’

fall interviews at HSU.

HELP WANTED

down; 5%; $725/mo.
Call (707) 444-8117

Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc.
Arcata Dental Office
Cosmetic Bonding
Wisdom Teeth
Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury Free Fillings
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound

CURVES
CURVES’ STARVING
STUDENT SPECIAL.
Just $99 per semester. Your

Emergency Care
New Patients
Welcome

We Cater to

mind isn’t the only thing that needs exercise. 550

Cowards
OCR

1225

B St. (2 blocks

from HSU)

822.5105

Lae ira) Oralla)
emg ha Ose
oy a} ey ae.

South G Street Suite 23
Arcata Call for your first
visit---707-825-8246
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HEITH MUSELEY, GIRR DRULL & ICE SIPE

LEAF eer
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ETAT
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PROJeCt
. |sat, Oct. 4 - &.P.0.S.t.L.@ W. DJ QUeSt CD GODDESS alchemyARMO
RY
WED. OGTOBER & - SLIGHTLY STOOPID - HISTORIC ASHLAND
TO BUY LIX OR FOR MoRe Inro: WWW.PassionPResents.com
PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

*Show student I.D.
and get 15% off all

Rreem eae a

i

eee

ELC

VALLE

student I.D. gets
15% off all bikes
and a free helmet

with bike purchase.
ee

é

ba)

Sun-Thurs:

noon - 11pm

Fri-Sat: noon - lam

Cols
COFFEEHOUSE

:

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
CORNER 5TH & J. ARCATA
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
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ADD'L REQUEST

LIBRARY HSU

PERIODICAL OFFICE

15

TONPROFIT
U.S. Postage

PAID

Arcata, CA

HumBoL.pt State 7”
PG. 3
TUESDAY BOMB SCARE ATHSU PG. 2 REDWOOD ACLU CALLS FOR A.S.
ELECTION REFORM PG. 6 MENS & WOMENS SOCCER TAKE WEEKEND
WINS PG. 16 THERE WILL BE ROCK WITH “ROCK BAND 2” PG. 22

